
CAPITAL FUNDS REQUESTS


As was the case with the operating budget, the capital funds request are intended to be a 
starting point for discussions over spending priorities. 


EMS: I did not plan to seek an appropriation to replace the second ambulance until FY’24. A 
recent conversation with two different ambulance manufacturers has caused me to rethink my 
position. The ambulance that we bought last year took 14 months to manufacture. The chip 
supply shortage is causing an issue with manufacturers being able to obtain chassis and is 
causing a backlog of orders for new ambulances. I have been advised that the backlog is 
currently about 18 months and growing worse as time goes by. If we do not get into the order 
queue, we could be looking at a 3+ year delivery time frame. I am concerned that the second 
rig will not hold up that long. I am asking that we appropriate the funds this year. We will have 
to purchase the chassis upfront (estimated $42,000). The balance will remain in the investment 
account until we take delivery. Total: $235,000


Fire Department: Effective fire and rescue operations depend on our firefighters having modern 
up to date equipment and fire apparatus. The typical life-span of today’s fire apparatus is  
25-30 years. Of course that life-span will also depend on how much use it gets and how well 
they are maintained. Our Fire Department currently has 2 engines, 1 rescue truck, 1 ladder 
truck, 1 brush truck and 1 water tanker. All of them but 1 engine are 25 years old or older. 1 
engine and the ladder truck are nearing 30 years old. (We purchased the ladder truck used last 
year)


We are fortunate that the Fire Department has kept these vehicles well maintained and they are 
all in reasonably good condition. However, as they age and new technology emerges they 
become obsolete and obtaining parts to keep them usable becomes difficult. Fortunately, 
some of the apparatus can be refurbished to extend its life, which is generally much less 
expensive that purchasing new. Unfortunately, this is not the case with our aging water tanker.


The water tanker is a vital piece of apparatus used to fight fires where direct access hydrants 
are not available. As its name suggests, it is a tanker that is used to transport water to the 
scene of a fire. The water is dumped into a large portable tank that the pumper draws from. 
The tanker continuously trucks water until it is no longer needed. 


This tanker was purchased new by the Town. At the time it was purchased it came with a “life-
time” guarantee on the tank. However, the tank seams are failing and the company that offered 
the life-time guarantee didn’t offer a guarantee they would always stay in business and they 
haven’t. We have been forced to make repairs on the tank. Furthermore, the chassis is of the 
same vintage of our Public Works and Wastewater plant GMC chassis and parts for these 
trucks are difficult to obtain. This is further exacerbated by the fact that the chassis has a 
unique automatic transmission that parts are even harder to come by. Our fire officers are of 
the opinion that the truck is a liability. 


Having said all this, the Fire Department officers are unanimous in their decision that this piece 
of apparatus is a priority to be replaced. The estimated cost, based on a Pierce Freighliner with 
a 2100 gallon tank is approximately $400,000


Parks & Recreation/Community Center: Last year we asked for and the Town appropriated 
$80,000 to re-shingle part of the Community Center roof. After having an engineering 
inspection completed the estimated price came in much higher than expected. This work really 
needs to be done and should not be put off another year. To do so would cause more water 
damage and be more costly. Additionally, Duane is seeking to repave the parking area.  



Estimated additional funds needed for roof $80,000 (we currently have $73,100), paving 
$90,000 Total: $170,000


Public Works: PW is seeking to replace two aging and worn out vehicles: a 2004 pickup used 
for maintenance of municipal buildings and grounds, and a 2008 F-550 plow truck. 
Additionally, the sand/salt shed roof is in need of having the roof seams resealed to prevent 
water intrusion into the sand/salt pile, the public works garage is in needs of upgrades to its 
kitchen and the windows need to be replaced with more energy efficient windows. Estimated 
pickup replacement $40,000, F-550 $125,000 roof reseal $50,000 garage updates $30,000 
Total: $220,000


Paving: Public Works is looking to repave these roads: Thorndike, Brown, Bog, Pottle Cove, 
Oak Ridge and Oak Ridge West. Ted is looking into chip sealing these roads, rather than hot 
top. Chip seal is a less expensive alternative and we could get more roads resurfaced. Total: 
$200,000


Town Office: The windows in the Police Department are rotten. We have to cover them with 
plastic to keep the drafts out. They need to be replaced. The windows on the Town Office end 
do not need replacement, but they need to be weatherstripped, recaulked and resealed. Total: 
$15,000


Waterfront: In 2019 the Town obtained a grant from the state to obtain estimated design and 
construction costs to expand the numbers of floats, renovate the Harbormaster building and 
make other improvements to attract more boaters to the harbor and thus more visitors to our 
town. With the assistance of Emiy Rabbe they have drafted a plan to move this forward. Grant 
money is available, however, there is a match required from the Town. Members of the 
Waterfront Committee will be on hand to present the plan and ask questions. Estimated grant 
match: $174,500 Electrical upgrades (?) $58,000


Street Lights: I am still waiting for some estimated costs but believed to be in the $140,000 
range. Under the new ARPA rules those funds could be used. With outrageous electricity hikes 
this should be a priority and is estimated to save the Town $30,000+ per year


Town Office: Upgrading/replacing the HVAC system. The current boilers in the TO are almost 
30 years old. The A/C on the Police Department end is 25 years old. Neither are efficient. The 
Town Office end of the building does not have central A/C and we rely on loud and very 
inefficient window units. Undoubtedly we are spending excessive amounts of money on fuel oil 
and electricity. We have received one estimate for $495,000 but we are still trying to gather 
more.


Clock Tower: the clock tower is, and has been,  in need of maintenance. I am working on 
figuring out what needs to be done and get an estimate. Repairs have recently been made to 
the tower to prevent water from leaking into building that houses the tower. I am still trying to 
piece together information from what John O’Connell had done.


Scout Hall: needs roofing and siding


Old Brick School: needs foundation work and various other maintenance 


Revaluation: The Town has not had a revaluation since 2007. As unpleasant as it may be it is 
well past time. I am working on estimates
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